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Abstract
In ATM UBR networks supporting TCP traffic, optimal ef-
ficiency can only be envisaged if switches adopt a discard
mechanism that operates at the packet level rather than the
cell level. In this paper, we define a variant of the RED dis-
card strategy suitable for ATM switches. An interesting fea-
ture of this ATM-RED is that it has a similar per-VC im-
plementation complexity as the Early Packet Discard (EPD)
algorithm. To study the efficiency of the ATM-RED discard
strategy, we compare its performance with plain the UBR,
EPD and Fair Buffer Acceptance (FBA) discard strategies
by means of simulation with TCP/IP traffic. We give com-
parative results with respect to different performance criteria
such as goodput and fairness in various environments, such
as end-to-end ATM networks and IP-based networks with
an ATM backbone, in both single-bottlenecked and GFC
topologies.
1 Introduction
In the Internet, non real-time applications that require reli-
able delivery use TCP, which is a complex protocol meant
to control the flow of IP packets in the network and recover
from packet losses and duplications. These applications are
characterized by a highly variable traffic, little or no sensi-
tivity to end-to-end delays and delay variations, and no need
for guaranteed bandwidth.
ATM networks have been designed to support efficiently
a large range of services at a reasonable cost, from real-
time interactive applications to non real-time bulk data trans-
fer. In the latter category the UBR ATM Transfer Capability
(ATC) is a best-effort service whose quality is comparable
to IP, except that ATM is connection-oriented and preserves
the ordering of ATM cells. Therefore, running TCP over
ATM UBR is likely to behave roughly like TCP over IP and
be suitable for non real-time applications. Combined with
the simplicity of UBR compared to other ATCs, this makes
UBR a very attractive solution to support TCP traffic, and is
clearly the reference point to which other more sophisticated
ATCs should be compared.
It is well-known that the behaviour of TCP over IP or
TCP/IP over UBR is improved by adding discarding mech-
anisms in routers or switches [RF95]. However, in this con-
text there is an important difference between IP and ATM,
viz. the Protocol Data Units (PDU) dealt with in these de-
vices. Discarding mechanisms in ATM work basically at
the ATM cell level, whereas they work at the packet level in
IP. However, as discarding an isolated ATM cell is as costly
as discarding a series of cells from the same IP packet, it
is clear that ATM cell-discard strategies that would ignore
the higher level PDU boundaries would lead to poor perfor-
mance. Therefore, at the price of some layering violations,
several such cell discard strategies have been proposed and
studied. In this paper we extend these results.
We define a variant of the Random Early Detection
(RED) [FJ93] discard strategy, initially proposed for IP
routers, which is suitable for ATM switches. This algorithm
has been implemented in the STCP simulator [Man96] and
its performance assessed and compared to several other
algorithms, namely Early Packet Discard (EPD) [RF95],
Fair Buffer Allocation (FBA) [HK98] and Tail Drop, i.e.
standard UBR. As performance criteria, we study the TCP
goodput and the fairness between TCP connections, as
well as the link utilization in several environments, includ-
ing end-to-end ATM networks, router-based architectures,
asymmetrical access and GEO satellite links.
2 Cell discard strategies
Several techniques have been proposed to improve perfor-
mance in ATM switches. Namely, dropping policies such
as Tail Drop, Drop From Front [LNO96] and variants with
relation to the data unit format (i.e. cell or frame) were
developed early to help switches deal with congestion.
All these methods were partially successful, in the sense
that they did achieve acceptable performance on congested
links, but lacked fairness when throughputs were analyzed.
Further investigation on this issue led researchers towards
schemes aiming at both levels of performance.
2.1 Early Packet Discard (EPD)
EPD was first proposed in [RF95] as an improvement over
Partial Packet Discard (PPD) and the default tail drop cell
discard policy. The idea behind EPD is that a discarded cell
makes its corresponding AAL5-PDU incomplete, and there-
fore useless : cells from this packet continue to flow even
though the entire AAL5-PDU will have to be retransmitted.
This major problem is the orphan cell syndrome and can lead
to severe throughput degradation. To improve this situation,
when the buffer occupancy of an EPD switch reaches a fixed
threshold (  ), the switch drops entire AAL5-PDUs instead
of dropping individual cells. The threshold can be seen as a
parameter through which overflow is more or less conserva-
tively prevented, but also allows a few entire packets to pass
their way undamaged even when congestion is experienced.
EPD has already been extensively discussed in the lit-
erature [Tur96, CT97, KKTO97, RF95], as well as numer-
ous variants and improvements. As a result, this method has
been widely implemented in commercial ATM switches.
From an implementation point of view, EPD is more
complex than the default tail drop cell discard policy since
with EPD the switch needs to maintain two bits of state for
each individual VC to support EPD. The tail drop discard
policy does not require any per-VC state and the PPD
discard policy requires one bit of per-VC state.
2.2 Fair Buffer Allocation (FBA)
While EPD greatly improves throughput results, it does not
attempt to improve fairness between the competing VCs.
The reason is that the EPD scheme keeps track of per-VC
states to implement the policy. With per-VC accounting ,
one could also keep track of each VC by counting the num-
ber of cells from each VC in the buffer. This observation
is the basis of Selective Packet Dropping (SPD) and allows
better (fairer) allocation of the buffer resources to the active
VCs.
In this scheme, an AAL5-PDU from one connection is
discarded if the buffer occupancy reaches a given threshold
R, and if this connection takes more than its fair share of the
buffer. This simple algorithm is not yet quite satisfactory,
since buffer occupancy can remain low. Indeed, a particular
connection that has reached its share of the buffer will re-
main stuck to this allocation, even if the other active connec-
tions use little of their respective share. A better result can be
achieved with the FBA algorithm [HK98], which proposes a
smoother but slightly more complex scheme. Instead of re-
jecting the first cell of an AAL5-PDU as soon as the thresh-
old R is reached and the fair share is exceeded, the switch
allows greedy connections to exceed their fair share, with re-
spect to a rejection function such as illustrated in figure 1. In
this figure, we show the normalized maximum share (with
respect to the fair share) of a VC versus the buffer occu-
pancy. Thus, a share of 1 indicates that the VC has F = K
N
cells in the buffer, where K is the total buffer size (in cells)
and N is the number of active VCs1.
Whenever a first cell of an AAL5-PDU for a particular
VC arrives, the corresponding share of this VC is evaluated
and compared to the limit expressed by the normalized max-
imum share for the current buffer occupancy (figure 1). If the
calculated value exceeds the limit, the entire AAL5-PDU is
discarded. The FBA algorithm also introduces a scaling fac-
tor (Z) to increase the flexibility of parameter tuning. The
effect of this parameter, which must be between 0 and 1, is to
roughly shift the curve down as the scaling factor decreases
to zero, enabling the algorithm to behave more or less con-
servatively with relation to the total buffer size.
From an implementation point of view, FBA forces the
switch to maintain, for each established VC, a counter to
count the number of cells belonging to each VC that are
currently in the switch buffers. The size of this counter is
obviously a function of the size of the switch buffers. For
example, a switch with a 16k cells output buffer would need
to maintain a 14 bits counter for each established VC. With
32k established VCs or even more, this may lead to a large
amount of memory only to implement a discard strategy.
2.3 Random Early Detection (RED)
The RED scheme was first proposed in [FJ93]. Its objective
is to provide a control the average buffer occupancy in order
to provide a fair bandwidth allocation, along with a simple
implementation. The algorithm relies on an approximation
of the average queue size in order to improve the buffer uti-
lization through low average buffer occupancy, and can be
summarized as follows :
 The average queue size Q is estimated through an ex-















where Q is the instantaneous queue size. n refers to a
time granularity which is mandatory for this sort of cal-
culation. This formula can be seen as a low-pass filter
through which the signal “instantaneous queue size”
passes, yielding the output “average queue size”. w
q
is
the time constant of the filter.




 If Q exceedsmin
th
, discarding must occur on each ar-
riving data unit with a probability p
a
. This probability









Figure 1: Rejection function in the FBA algorithm.
increases with Q, and is a function of min
th
, a sec-





the “slope” of the first part of the dropping probability
function. The specific function chosen for this paper is
given in figure 2 and was proposed in [Flo97].
In addition to maintaining a low average buffer oc-
cupancy, the RED algorithm gives an elegant answer to
the global synchronization syndrome : the probabilistic
approach allows routers to discard packets roughly in pro-
portion to the connection’s share of the bandwidth through
the router. This ensures that if multiple discards must be
made, they will probably concern the greediest connections ;
thus, it is unlikely that all connections see one of their data
units discarded, which avoids simultaneous beginnings of
slow-start phases. The active queue management technique
provided by RED has proven to be efficient and as a conse-
quence, RED has been recommended as the default queue
management mechanism in legacy routers [BCC+98].
2.3.1 ATM-oriented implementation
RED’s original version concerns IP routers and thus deals
with packets. While seeming an attractive strategy, RED
needs to be adapted to be used in ATM switches. In this
section, we propose a specific implementation of RED for
ATM switches. Our implementation of RED (ATM-RED) is
based on two principles. First, we want to either accept or
discard entire AAL5-PDUs. Thus, we need a way to identify
the boundaries of the AAL5-PDUs. Second, we want to be
as close as possible to the original RED algorithm, but with
a minimum complexity.
The algorithm is implemented as a four states finite state
machine (FSM). When a cell is received in the buffer, this
FSM decides on the basis of its current state, the position of
the cell in the AAL5-PDU (first or middle cell : AUU=0 or
last cell : AUU=1) bit and the dropping probability whether
this cell should be accepted (A) in the buffer or discarded
(D). The complete FSM is shown in figure 3. In this fig-
ure, e indicates that the arriving cell is the last cell of an
AAL5-PDU (AUU=1) and e indicates that the received cell
is a normal cell (AUU=0). The algorithm computes the drop-
ping probability (p
a
in RED) in two states (accept-first and
accept-cell), when the average buffer occupancy is above
min
th
and every time a cell is received. We use m when the
dropping probability indicates that the subsequent AAL5-
PDU should be dropped and m otherwise. If the computed
probability indicates that the cell should be dropped, the al-
gorithm will still accept the end of the AAL5-PDU but will
drop the subsequent AAL5-PDU of this VC.
The initial state in which the switch lies is accept-first,
as represented on the figure with a dotted arrow. The algo-
rithm is always in the accept-first state upon the arrival of
the first cell of an AAL5-PDU. When there is no conges-
tion ( Q < min
th
), the FSM stays in either the accept-first
or accept-cell state and all the received cells are accepted
in the buffer. If congestion occurs ( Q  min
th
), the al-
gorithm will compute a dropping probability and will ran-
domly discard an entire AAL5-PDU. The discarding of an
entire packet can be visualized by the e=D transition in state
discard-cell : the state cannot change until an “AUU=1” cell
arrives.
The main feature of this adaptation is that if a first packet
discard decision is made, it concerns the next packet (with
relation to the cell that caused the decision). Indeed, it is
unlikely that whenever the discard probability leads to a dis-
card, this cell is the first one of its corresponding AAL5-
PDU. Thus, the discarding of an entire packet can only be
achieved on the next packet, because the decision is always
taken on an arriving cell basis. The state machine must
then pass through discard-next before getting to discard-cell
where cell discard eventually occurs. Note that if the first
marked cell happens to be the first cell of a corresponding
packet, discarding can take place immediately, as shown by
the transition from accept-first to discard-cell. Finally, if
congestion is still present in the network after the first packet
discard, the algorithm will continue to decide that packets
should be discarded, and it may be possible that a series of
packets be discarded : the state machine will hop between
states accept-first and discard-cell.
In the original RED, the probability to drop a packet is


































Figure 3: ATM-RED state diagram.
packet size, the maximum dropping probability (max
p
) and
the average queue size. In an ATM switch, we cannot deter-
mine the size of the arriving AAL5-PDU when we receive
the first cell of this AAL5-PDU. Thus, we cannot compute
the dropping probability as a function of the packet size.
However, we would still like the dropping probability to de-
pend on the size of the AAL5-PDUs so that VCs with large
AAL5-PDUs have a higher dropping probability than VCs
with smaller AAL5-PDUs.
Actually, calculating this cell probability on each arriving
cell allows us to obtain a larger value for the overall packet
probability when packets are larger, and this is done without
evaluating the packet size. This comes from the fact that, if
p
c
is the cell dropping probability and n is the number of



































it can be shown that a dropping probability function (at the
cell level) such as the one illustrated in figure 2, which is
the one we implement, yields another function at the packet
level. An example is shown in figure 4, which illustrates the
three probabilities as a function of the buffer size : at the cell
level and at the packet level (for two different MSS). The











This new packet dropping probability function is not
only dependent on the MSS, but also has interesting prop-
erties with regard to the general behaviour of the algorithm.
Among these features, the new function has a shape which
is close to the one recommended in [Flo97] but considered
too complex to be implemented. Here, this complex shape
is automatically obtained at the packet level by adopting the
simple shape at the cell level.
The main feature of our proposed ATM-RED algorithm
is that it has the same per-VC complexity as the EPD al-
gorithm since the switch only needs to maintain two bits of
state for each established VC. However, from an implemen-
tation point of view, the price for this low per-VC complexity
is the requirement to compute, on the worst case, a p
c
prob-
ability upon the arrival of every cell. A switch which only
implements EPD does not obviously need to compute such
Cell prob               
Packet prob (1460 bytes)
Packet prob (9140 bytes)












Figure 4: Discard probabilities at the cell and packet level as functions of the buffer occupancy (in cells)
probabilities.
Two implementations of RED for ATM switches have
been proposed previously in [EA97]. The first implemen-
tation, named “cell-based RED” in [EA97] is equivalent
to the classical packet-based RED algorithm except that a
drop probability is associated with each arriving cell and
once a cell has been dropped, the remaining cells of the
AAL5-PDU, except the last one, are dropped as well as in
the PPD algorithm. Another modification is that the average
buffer occupancy is not estimated upon each cell arrival,
but only upon the arrival of the first cell of an AAL5-PDU.
From an implementation point of view, the complexity of
this “cell-based RED” is equivalent to our ATM-RED, but
the “cell-based RED” discards tails of AAL5-PDUs when
congestion occurs while our ATM-RED always discards
entire AAL5-PDUs. The second implementation proposed
in [EA97] under the name “P-RED” is in fact a combination
between the classical RED algorithm and FBA. Like the
classical RED algorithm, P-RED measures the average
buffer occupancy and probabilistically discard arriving
AAL5-PDUs when congestion is detected. However, in-
stead of computing the packet discard probability based on
the size of arriving AAL5-PDU (an information that is only
available when the last cell of the AAL5-PDU has been
received), P-RED computes the packet discard probability
based on the fraction of the buffer which is used by this VC.
With this feature, P-RED is close to the F-RED algorithm
proposed in [LM97] for IP routers. From an implementation
point of view, P-RED is more complex than our ATM-RED
algorithm since it forces the switch to maintain a counter for
each established VC like FBA.
Finally, our ATM-RED algorithm could be used to notify
congestion rather than to drop packets. This would require
to mark ATM cells from entire AAL5-PDUs with the EFCI
bits and propagate this notification to the IP layer at interface
routers as suggested in section 8 of [RF99].
3 Simulations
All our simulations were carried out with the STCP simu-
lator (developed by Sam Manthorpe at the EPFL [Man96]),
which includes the complete BSD 4.4 TCP/IP implementa-
tion. This version of TCP includes the slow-start, conges-
tion avoidance, fast retransmit and fast recovery as well as
the RFC1323 timestamp and large windows extensions. We
have patched it with the SACK implementation available in
[Mah96] to support the new selective acknowledgements op-
tion. The source code of STCP has been modified to include
the FBA and ATM-RED discard methods described in the
previous section. For the sake of easier interpretations, the
following assumptions are made in all types of simulated en-
vironments (or “scenarios”) :
 All sources are assumed to be identical with respect
to their equipment. In other words, features such as
interface cards, link delays and bandwidth, are unique
for one type of environment, unless specified.
 The sources are fileservers based on an on-off model,
with a null off-period. This type of source is more re-
alistic than the infinite source model, with respect to
common applications using TCP/IP. For instance, ele-
ments like TCP’s slow-start algorithm [Jac88] have a
non-negligible impact on simulation results. All our
simulations were run for an amount of time designed
to have the sources successfully transmit a dozen files
to reach steady state in network statistics.
 The queues that model the switches’ buffers have a
unique size, which is fixed at 16000 cells. The reason
for this choice is that easier comparisons can be made
between the three discard methods, regardless of buffer
resources. The choice of 16000 reflects fairly well
what is implemented in most of today’s ATM switches.
 TCP’s timer granularities values have been chosen in
order to fit with modern TCP implementations, i.e. 200
ms for the slow time-out granularity and 50 ms for the
fast time-out granularity.
3.1 Environments
ATM networks are intended to be widely developed, and are
supposed to support a large number of applications in all
types of environments. As a consequence, the more flexible
a particular switch, the better behaviour it will exhibit. This
holds particularly for the TCP/IP protocol suite, whose share
of global networking keeps growing [TMW97]. This flexi-
bility is thus an important feature of the methods evaluated
in this paper, and this is the reason why we consider numer-
ous different environments. The main differences between
the corresponding scenarios are based on three characteris-
tics of the simulated environments : architecture, topology,
and access method. The two possible architectures are ATM
end-to-end and backbone ATM ; the two possible topolo-
gies are single bottleneck and generic fairness configuration
[Sim94] ; and the two possible access methods are direct ac-
cess and asymmetrical subscriber line. These environments
are described in the next sections.
3.1.1 Direct access on a single-bottlenecked ATM
network
Our first simulation model consists of a single bottleneck
link between two switches, as shown in figure 5.
This simple topology can be used as a basis for evalua-
tion. Besides, this model has often been used in numerous
previous analyses [GJKF98], [EA97]. The characteristics of
this environment are the following :
 the bottleneck is shared by 20 pairs of source/destination
workstations in a bidirectional fashion (10 sources on
each side of the network) ;
 all links are OC-3 type links (155 Mbps) ;
 the main bottleneck is characterized by a 10 ms delay,
while the workstations are organized in two clusters of
five source/destination pairs on each side, each cluster
being characterized by either 2.5 or 10 ms access links ;
 the TCP sources transmit files of 5 MBytes and use a 2
MBytes window, which is larger than the bandwidth-
delay product for this environment.
3.1.2 Asymmetrical access on a single-bottle-
necked ATM network
The asymmetrical access-related model is basically identical
to the one described above, as shown in figure 6.
The network is again modelled by a single bottleneck be-
tween two switches. The main differences concern delays
and bandwidths. We have chosen to simulate an asymmetri-
cal environment, close to the one encountered in xDSL ac-
cess networks. ATM is indeed currently deployed as a back-
bone technology for such wide area networks. We consider
here characteristics that are typical of ADSL environments :
 the sources are assumed to be servers attached to
legacy 10 Mbps Ethernets (left side of the figure) ;
 the link has a bandwidth of 34 Mbps with a delay of 10
ms ;
 the destinations are assumed to be ADSL clients with
access links of 200 kbps upstream (from end system
to network) and 2 Mbps downstream, and the ADSL
modems introduce a delay of 10 ms (right side of the
figure) ;
 the TCP sources transmit files of 512 kbytes, and the
TCP window is set to the standard 64 kbytes, which is
enough in this environment.
Note that as opposed to the previous scenario, this environ-
ment is unidirectional in nature.
3.1.3 Direct access on a GFC-shaped ATM net-
work
The next environment we consider involves several switches
and bottlenecks, as well as different groups of sources (see
figure 7). This model inspired by the Generic Fairness Con-
figurations that were used by the ATM Forum while devel-
oping the Available Bit Rate (ABR) service category. It is
a sufficiently good approximation of a meshed network to
allow more general conclusions. The following assumptions
are made :
 the three bottlenecks have a bandwidth of 31, 155 and
93 Mbps respectively, and are characterized by a delay
of 10 ms ;
 the transmitted files have a size of 1 MByte ;
 the maximum TCP window is opened up to 512
KBytes, in order to allow the sources to fully utilize
the available bandwidth ;
 all sources are organized in clusters of 10.
 the sources experience a 2.5 ms delay before reaching
their switch ; the corresponding links have a bandwidth
of 155 Mbps.
This configuration has been specifically designed to ob-
tain the following scheme :
 the main bottleneck is the middle link (i.e. between
switches 2 and 3), which is shared by clusters A, B
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Figure 6: “Asymmetrical access on a single-bottlenecked ATM network” simulation model.
 the number of each type of source (clusters) and the
link bandwidths are fixed such that the N
a
cluster
should get 30 % of the main bottleneck, the N
b
cluster
10 % and the N
c
cluster 60 %. If we choose a 155
Mbps bottleneck link, and if the number of sources
is known, then this scheme gives the bandwidths of
the left and right links (respectively 31 Mbps and









respectively, and should normally get the same respec-
tive bandwidths, namely an equivalent of 10 % and
30 % of the main bottleneck link.
The same principle will be applied in the following sections
when a similar topology is considered, but with a different
architecture and/or access method.
3.1.4 Asymmetrical access on a GFC-shaped ATM
network
As in section 3.1.2, we consider a variant of the previous sce-
nario, with respect to the access method used by the work-
stations. The model of this scenario is basically the same as
the one depicted in figure 7 ; the only feature that we modify
concerns the various bandwidths and delays :
 all delays have a value of 10 ms ;
 the access bandwidths are respectively 2 Mbps (sym-
metrical) at the source and 200 kbps up/2 Mbps down
at the destination ;
 the ATM links are characterized by bandwidths of 10,
50 and 30 Mbps from left to right in figure 7.
In addition, the number of workstations per cluster is in-








, and to 50
for cluster N
c
, since this environment attempts to model a
“crowded” network, as we can expect with ADSL technol-
ogy.
3.1.5 Router access on a single-bottlenecked ATM
backbone
In the following sections, we will refer to an ATM backbone
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Figure 7: “Direct access on a GFC-shaped ATM network” simulation model.
cant role. The ATM switches will be hidden from the work-
stations by routers that act as access points to the ATM back-
bone. Such an architecture is typical of what can be seen in
today’s Internet Service Providers (ISP) structures – several
local points of presence (POP) and Network Access Points
(NAP) organized in a hierarchical way.
To represent a router access on a single-bottlenecked
ATM backbone, we replace a workstation in figure 5 by
a router to which a cluster of Ethernet workstations is
attached. This environment is organized as follows :
 the ATM backbone link (between the two switches) has
a bandwidth of 34 Mbps ;
 two clusters of five routers each are attached to each
ATM switch, each cluster being characterized by an
access delay to the switch of 2.5 ms and 10 ms respec-
tively ;
 the link between a router and a switch has a bandwidth
of 34 Mbps ;
 a cluster of ten workstations is attached to each router,
by means of an individual 10 Mbps link with a 1 ms
delay ;
 there is a total of 50 sources on each “side” of the net-
work.
In this scenario, TCP sources transmit files of 500
KBytes, and the maximum TCP window is set to 128
KBytes. Note that the communication is bidirectional as in
the scenario described in section 3.1.1.
Routers
To support this environment with STCP, we had to sligthly
modify it in order to support routers since the STCP simula-
tor does not directly provide any router component. In our
work, routers were implemented as VC merging points. Such
a merging performs a partial reassembly of the received cells
so that the cells corresponding to a single AAL5-PDU are
transmitted back-to-back in sequence. A typical router will
thus be modeled by two queues as shown in figure 9.
The input links are attached to the first queue, which be-
haves as the merging point. This queue is attached to the out-
put buffer (the second queue), where the queuing of AAL5-
PDUs actually occurs. The speed of the link between the
merging point and the output buffer is assumed to be infinite
by the simulator : as soon as a complete AAL5-PDU has
been received at the merging point, it is moved in zero time
to the output buffer.
The reasons why we chose to develop VC merging points
– instead of a complete router model – are based on the ob-
servation that the only influence of a router, at least in the
simulation environments that we consider in this paper, is to
aggregate the traffic from several TCP sources on a single
VC. In our simulation environments, queueing does not oc-
cur inside the routers and no packets are discarded by the
routers. Thus, the partial reassembly and the back-to-back
transmission are sufficient to emulate the role played by a
router, whose complete implementation would have other-
wise proved exceedingly code-consuming.
All the following scenarios are derived from the four de-
picted in the previous four sections. The main architectural
difference is that instead of being directly attached to ATM
switches, workstations are connected to routers, which in

























Figure 8: “First router-based scenario” simulation model.
merging point output buffer
Figure 9: Router model.
tions will be organized again in clusters attached to a sin-
gle router, and clusters of routers will be attached to a single
ATM switch.
3.1.6 Asymmetrical router access on a single-
bottlenecked ATM backbone
This environment has various elements from scenarios de-
scribed in sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.5. We keep the topology
and the hierarchical organization of scenario 3.1.5, while
we introduce the unidirectional nature and the asymmetrical
bandwidths of scenario 3.1.2 :
 5 routers are attached to each switch ;
 25 workstations are attached to each router ;
 the TCP sources transmit files of 500 kbytes ;
 the delays are 2 ms for the workstation-router links,
and 10 ms for all other links ;
 the bandwidths are 34 Mbps for the router-switch links
and the backbone link, 10 Mbps at the source and 200
kbps (up) / 2 Mbps (down) at the destination.
Note the slight difference with scenario 3.1.2, in which the
sources’ bandwidth was 2 Mbps. Indeed, in a pure ATM
network, we assume that the 2 Mbps bottleneck is known
by the source when the ATM contract is negotiated between
source and destination. This assumption is no longer rele-
vant in IP-based architectures, since the ATM contract does
not “reach” the end stations.
3.1.7 Router access on a GFC-shaped ATM back-
bone
For this environment shown in figure 10, we replace again
each workstation of scenario 3.1.3 by a cluster of worksta-
tions attached to a router. Namely, clusters A through Y in
scenario 3.1.3 are here clusters of routers, or “superclusters”
(groups of routers to which are attached groups of worksta-
tions). This scenario is organized as follows :
 the three bottlenecks have bandwidths of 9, 45 and 27
Mbps respectively, and are characterized by a delay of
10 ms ;
 there is a total of 5 routers per cluster of routers ;
 the delay between a router and a switch is 2 ms ;
 all sources are attached to a router by clusters of 10 ;
 the transmitted files have a size of 500 kbytes ;
 the sources experience a 1 ms delay before reaching
their corresponding router ; the corresponding links
have a bandwidth of 10 Mbps.
3.1.8 Asymmetrical router access on a GFC-
shaped ATM backbone
This scenario is basically identical to the previous one, the
only differences concerning the various bandwidths :
 the three bottlenecks have bandwidths of 10, 50 and 30
Mbps respectively ;
 the router-switch links still have 34 Mbps, while band-
widths are now 10 Mbps at the source and 200 kbps
(up)/2 Mbps (down) at the destination.
3.1.9 Satellite environments
In addition to the eight environments previously described,
we study the effect of GEO-type satellite links in each corre-
sponding “direct access” scenario. To model this additional
feature, we simply change one of the link’s delay, to obtain a
GEO link in the particular scenario. Namely, a 250 ms delay
(up and back) is given to
 the “main” ATM link in non-GFC scenarios – that is,
the one which provides a path between the two ATM
switches in scenarios described in sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2,
3.1.5 and 3.1.6 ;
 the “middle” bottleneck in GFC scenarios – that is,
the link between the second and third ATM switches
in scenarios described in sections 3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.1.7
and 3.1.8. We do not consider more GEO-type links
in these environments, since the delay introduced by a
single satellite is big enough to dramatically increase
the round-trip time and disturb the TCP connections.
Again, for these GEO environments, the TCP window used
by the sources is adapted in order to avoid any bottleneck at
the source level.
Taking into account these additional four scenarios, we
have a grand total of twelve distinct environments, whose
simulations are analyzed in sections 4.
3.2 Parameters
In the following sections, we will refer to simulations that
were successively run with each of the four packet discard
options described in section 2. With the exception of plain
UBR, these strategies introduce parameters that need to be
fixed. In EPD, the threshold  we consider is set to 14000
cells (roughly 90 % of the buffer size) in order to efficiently
use the buffer resources. In the same fashion, FBA’s thresh-
old R and scaling factor Z are set to 14000 cells and 0.9 re-
spectively, since this choice seems to stand out as mentioned
in [GJKF98] and [RBL98]. As for RED, we must remain
careful when choosing cell related parameters which lead to
different quantitative packet related results, as described in









are 0.001, 0.1, 2000 and 12000,
respectively.
Finally, for the MSS size, we consider the two values
of 1460 and 9140 bytes in our simulations, since 512 bytes
becomes less frequent in most actual networks. Moreover,
the size of 9140 bytes is used only in end-to-end ATM en-
vironments (i.e. “ATM networks” scenarios in section 3.1),
whereas 1460 bytes is used only in ATM backbones, since a
value of 9140 bytes is no longer relevant in IP-based archi-
tectures.
3.3 Evaluation criteria
The overall performance of a given discard method has sev-
eral aspects. The most obvious one is to improve resource
utilization in avoiding the retransmission of useless cells.
Nevertheless, one must also take into account undesired ef-
fects which could result from the chosen scheme. Indeed,
a certain discard method maintaining high throughput un-
der poor utilization conditions would, for example, be use-
less. This type of situation can occur in a network whose
switches do not implement any discard strategy : in this case,
we would expect useless cells to pollute bandwidth, which
would result in possible excellent throughput but very low
efficiency. The choice to investigate multiple evaluation cri-
teria also completes the choice to simulate different environ-
ments : the best method is the one that behaves correctly,
in the sense of the largest number of criteria, and under the
broadest range of situations. These are the reasons why we
address here three performance issues : efficiency, through-
put and fairness. The end-to-end delay was not considered
essential, because TCP applications are not interactive. Any-
way, the average queueing delay is easily computed from the
average queue sizes, and the transmission delay can be cal-
culated, so that the end-to-end delay can be derived easily.
3.3.1 Throughput and efficiency
The most important end-to-end parameter remains the
throughput achieved by a connection. In all our simulations,
we analyze the goodput of each TCP source ; that is, the
TCP bytes successfully acknowledged in the simulation
time. This choice allows us to give interpretations at a TCP
level, which guarantees a minimal relevance with pure ap-
plicative throughputs. Moreover, ideal values can be defined
in taking into account protocol overheads, and give a precise
idea of a given strategy’s overall behaviour. Considering
the goodput reflects thus also the first mentioned criterion
(utilization or efficiency) : this presents the asset to show
two features inside one single result. Note that considering
TCP data for throughput and efficiency calculations reflects
not only “how the pipe is filled with TCP data” but also
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Figure 10: “Direct acces on a GFC-shaped ATM backbone” simulation model.
We present goodput results in a normalized fashion ; that
is, any actual goodput result has been divided by the corre-
sponding ideal goodput. To compute the ideal goodput for
sources, we consider that the bottleneck link is used at 100 %
and the bandwidth is fairly shared by all the sources. The ac-
tual goodput can thus exceed the ideal goodput. Moreover,
the latter is obviously environment dependent, and that is the
reason why the average ideal goodputs are described at the
beginning of the sections related to simulations. Each result
thus reflects an average taken on all the local goodputs, i.e.
we have the definition for the normalized average goodput :





which allows us to always have a target result of 100.
For IP-based environments where many sources are con-
nected to a router, the goodput we consider is the goodput
of the aggregated TCP sources, that is the goodput of all the
sources that share a common ATM VC.
The fact that the goodput has been so normalized, has no
impact on the comparison between the 4 algorithms: com-
paring absolute values or normalized values (whatever the
normalization is) leads to the same conclusion. However,
our normalization brings an additional information: namely,
it states how far the results are from the ideal case, and no
just which proportion of the bottleneck link is used. This
is particularly suitable when different clusters have different
bottleneck links, like in GFC scenarios.
3.3.2 Fairness
The macroscopic behaviour of the simulated environment
can be visualized by means of a fairness index, which we
define as follows :















where N is the number of sources and 
i
is the fairness co-












Concerning the definition of , the idea is to have a
global result which conveys all the local results. If we
express the latter by means of a deviation from a mean
(and ideal) value, we implicitly penalize more heavily the
throughput distributions that exhibit a more pronounced
scattering. Thus, when all sources get the same fraction
of the bandwidth, 
i
= 1 for all i, and the ideal fairness
index is obtained with  = 100. If for example, we have
two sources that get goodputs of 10 Mbps and 20 Mbps
respectively, the corresponding fairness index would be
 = 66:67 ; with goodputs of 5 and 25 Mbps, this index
falls down to 33.33. Note that for these two examples,
the mean goodput is the same, but the second situation
yields a worse index due to the more pronounced scattering.
Moreover, if 
i
=  for all i, then  = 100.
The definitions chosen here aim merely at expressing rel-
ative results and does not yield results which depend upon
ideal absolute, environment-dependent values for the good-
put. The latter are best expressed through efficiency results
such as those defined in the previous section. More precisely,
as defined in (4) and (5), a fairness index is independent of
the expected goodput : it only depends upon the mean good-
put. We think that this choice is more pertinent, since the
goodput and fairness related results follow orthogonal ways
of interpretation.
Finally, we could think that there is a redundancy be-
tween these fairness indices and the fact that the ideal
goodput results, because the latter have been normal-
ized by taking account of their ideal fair share. Howeve,
this is not so, because the fairness indices refer to the
intra   cluster fairness (i.e. the fairness among sources
inthesamecluster), whereas the ideal goodput takes ac-
count of the inter   cluster fairness (i.e. the fairness
among different clusters).
4 Results
In addition to the EPD, RED and FBA packet discard meth-
ods, we also consider standard UBR (with tail-drop policy)
to better understand the benefits brought by a given discard
strategy.
4.1 Overview
In the following sections, general results are presented with
regard to each simulation scenario and discard method. As
described in section 3.3, statistics such as goodputs, band-
width utilization and fairness indices are collected and pre-
sented. Figure 11 presents the relevance of each value that
will appear in the following sections.
On an end-to-end point of view, workstation statistics are
analyzed by means of the average goodput, as well as the
fairness index. These two values are related to a cluster of
workstation, i.e. a group of sources or destinations which
have the same characteristics. For example, section 3.1.1
defines four different clusters of workstations : two on the
left side and two on the right side of the network, with two
different delays for two clusters on the same side. Figure 4
directly refers to this first scenario, but the same principle
will be applied throughout all the other scenarios : worksta-
tion results will always be presented on a cluster basis.
Switch statistics are also presented for each known bot-
tleneck in a particular scenario. We show the mean buffer
occupancy, the maximum buffer occupancy, and the packet
loss probability. Note that whenever a switch is “behind”
a major bottleneck, its related statistics are not presented,
since it does not lose any cells and thus cannot be an issue.
Finally, link statistics are presented for each ATM back-
bone link in the simulation model. We only show in this pa-
per the bandwidth utilization that is achieved by all sources
transmitting on the same ATM link. The bandwidth utiliza-
tion is the ratio between the total number of transmitted ap-
plication bytes (not counting retransmissions) and the maxi-
mum number of bytes the link could have possibly transmit-
ted (taking protocol overhead into account).
As already mentioned, we express all our results in a nor-
malized fashion. In other words, the values that will be pre-
sented below are expressed as a percentage of a certain ideal
value, such that the target value is always 100. There are
however three exceptions : the packet loss probability, the
mean buffer occupancy and the maximum buffer occupancy
must be as small as possible. Note that the latter two are ex-
pressed as a fraction of the buffer size, which is 16000 cells,
to appear as a percentage as well.
To increase the readability inside the tables, we show the
best results in a bold typeface, in order to have a quick peek
at the best overall discard method. As a rule of thumb, the
global fairness index and the bandwidth utilization are the
most explicit features to concentrate on.
4.2 End-to-end ATM architecture
4.2.1 Direct access on a single-bottlenecked ATM
network
Figures 12 and 13 and table 1 show a summary of the re-
sults collected for the scenario described in section 3.1.1.
For this environment, the ideal goodput can be calculated ;
taking into account protocol overheads, we obtain an ideal
TCP goodput of 13.45 Mbps (10 sources sharing a 155 Mbps
link).
The first major observation that can be made is that the
overall results are rather homogeneous with respect to the
discard method. Moreover, the results are close to optimum
for the short-delayed cluster, while about half of what is ex-
pected for the long-delayed cluster. The overall performance
is thus roughly between 70 and 80 %, as expressed by the
bandwidth utilization index in table 1. Similarly, fairness
tends to be slightly lower for the long-delayed cluster (fig-
ure 12).
Note that in figure 12, we can already see an example
of a cluster of workstations “vampirizing” another. As ex-
plained in section 3.1.1, the value above 100 % for the mean
goodput is not at all an anomaly ; it simply means that the
mean goodput of the workstations belonging to this cluster
is above what is expected (not physically limited). This phe-
nomenon is typical of situations where different conditions
apply to different clusters : for example, in figure 12, the
larger round-trip time that is experienced by the second clus-
ter suffices to create a strong inequity in resource allocation.
As a result, the mean goodput obtained by the second clus-
ter, in this case, is only 59 % of what is expected. Note that
this inequity does not appear in the fairness indices, since
each of these values is only relevant for one single cluster.
As regards the TCP goodput, a slight preference already
appears for RED, which has the essential asset to keep buffer
occupancy low, together with a low packet loss probability.
Compared to other algorithms, RED thus reduces the queue-
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Figure 12: Workstation results: Mean goodput and fairness for the direct access on a single-bottlenecked ATM network. Labels
1 and 2 refer to clusters with 2.5 and 10 ms access delays respectively
increase the TCP throughput, and thereby the TCP goodput.
All other methods do not provide any way to monitor the
buffer occupancy ; more seriously, the maximum buffer oc-
cupancy hits the limit for UBR and FBA, which is a strong
evidence of buffer overflow. As for EPD, its fixed threshold
of 14000 cells (about 90 %) is clearly visualized.
4.2.2 Single-bottlenecked ATM network with a
GEO satellite link
Since the only parameter that changes from the correspond-
ing “non-GEO” scenario (section 3.1.1) is the bottleneck de-
lay, the ideal goodput for this environment is the same as the
one for the environment without satellite link, namely 13.45
Mbps.
Compared to the previous scenario, one can notice that
the larger delays have an expected negative impact on the
goodputs which remain around 16 %, but that the fairness is
improved. Here, the difference between the short-delayed
clusters and the long-delayed cluster fades away, because
these delays remain short with respect to the GEO satellite
delay (250 ms). The low goodputs with all the discard meth-
ods are not due to heavy losses. On the contrary, the packet
loss probabilities are very low. The explanation has more to
do with the particularly low mean buffer occupancy (around
2 to 4 %), which makes it difficult to keep the line busy.
Overall, FBA is slightly better, but the differences are not
really meaningful, and RED turns out to be better as regards
the buffer occupation.
4.2.3 Asymmetrical access on a single-bottle-
necked ATM network
By definition, the normalized mean goodput is the band-
width utilization in case there is only one cluster in the sim-













Figure 13: Switch results: Mean occupancy and packet loss for the direct access on a single-bottlenecked ATM network
Table 1: Other results for the direct access on a single-bottlenecked ATM network
UBR EPD FBA RED
Workstation results
Global intra-cluster fairness index (%) 87 89 90 90
Link results
Bandwidth utilization (%) 71 78 72 82
environment : as described in section 3.1.2, the workstations
are identical (there is no more difference in the access delay).
Thus, we do not include “link results” as in other scenarios.
The same applies to fairness indices : the general fairness in-
dex is equal to the cluster index. This leads to the results as
presented in figures 14 and 15 and table 2.
The best overall method is again RED, which exhibits
an excellent utilization of the network, a very good fairness
between the sources, and a lower buffer occupancy.
4.2.4 Direct access on a GFC-shaped ATM net-
work
As already detailed in section 3.1.3, the scenario is designed
to obtain ideal values of goodputs for each cluster of work-
stations. In this case, with the chosen bandwidths, the ex-











are 4.04, 1.35, 8.07, 1.35 and 4.04 Mbps
respectively.
From figure 16, a general remark is that the fairness be-
















on the right one. This is an important
survey to make in GFC-like environments. This is simply
seen by comparing the corresponding mean goodputs, which
should normally be as close as possible to their normalized
goodput of 100 %. We are far from this picture however.
For UBR and EPD, nothing is really done that could
achieve this fairness between clusters. As far as RED is con-
cerned, the loss probability of a VC in a switch is directly
related to its average buffer occupancy, but this feature
tends to penalize VCs that cross more switches, due to the
cumulative effect of random discards. This feature leads to
an unfairness towards sources with higher round trip times.
FBA should normally perform better, because, the discard
method takes the load into account and, at least in steady-
state, its deterministic discard is not cumulative. In fact, we
will see in section 4.3.2 that with a similar GFC scenario in
which ATM is limited to the backbone, FBA performs much
better for this criterion than other discard methods. It is not
clear why FBA provides no gain in inter-cluster fairness
in the present scenario. We conjecture that this is because
the packets are larger here (9140 bytes) and thus the TCP
fast retransmit works less efficiently. Moreover, when a
switch loses several packets in a row on a VC, these packets
are from the same workstation, which is not the case when
several traffics are aggregated in the same VC. These losses
occurring in bursts are likely to generate more timeouts and





















Figure 14: Workstation results: Mean goodput and fairness for the asymmetrical access on a single-bottlenecked ATM network
Table 2: Other results for the asymmetrical access on a single-bottlenecked ATM network
UBR EPD FBA RED
Switch results
Maximum occupancy (%) 100 92 100 82
As shown in figures 16 and 17 and table 3, despite this
general lack of inter-cluster fairness, the best overall method
is again RED according to all our criteria : goodputs, fair-
ness among sources in the same cluster, buffer occupancy
and link utilization.
Note that a rather surprising result is FBA’s global (intra-
cluster) fairness index, which is the poorest of the four! We
guess that this is because FBA, like UBR, suffers from buffer
overflows, as exemplified by the fact that the maximum oc-
cupancy hits the 100 % in all the switches. When this occurs,
the packet drops are not driven any more by the normalized
shares of the buffer computed by FBA, thereby drifting away
from the fair shares.
We also compared the performance of the discard meth-
ods in a GFC-shaped ATM network with a GEO satellite link
or with asymmetrical access. Because of lack of space, we
do not provide detailed results, but basically these additional
scenarios confirm the results already obtained. Again, none
of the discard methods were able to avoid a rather strong









respectively. Within clusters, though, EPD and especially
RED allow the bandwidth to be more fairly shared.
4.3 IP-based architecture
4.3.1 Router access on a single-bottlenecked ATM
backbone
For this first simulation in an IP-based architecture, we can
see in figure 18 that the rather expected goodput collapse be-
tween the different delayed workstations is not quite so pro-
nounced than for scenario 1 : in the latter, a drop of half the
expected goodput could be observed, while in the present
case only 10 to 20 % are lost by the 10 ms workstations.
Figures 18 and 19 also show that RED is again superior for
many performance criteria, such as the buffer occupancy,
packet loss and fairness among sources in the same clusters.
However, FBA tends to level the differences of goodputs be-
tween clusters in this case, which gives a better efficiency
while maintaining high goodputs.
4.3.2 Router access on a GFC-shaped ATM back-
bone
Figure 20 calls for the same important remarks that were
made regarding results expressed in figure 16. For the
present scenario, we can affirm that FBA is the best overall
method. This can be explained as follows : as the general
efficiency (“link results”) is very high for all strategies
as shown in table 5, the fairness between related clusters















Figure 15: Switch results: Mean occupancy and packet loss for the asymmetrical access on a single-bottlenecked ATM network
Table 3: Other results for the direct access on a GFC-shaped ATM network
UBR EPD FBA RED
Workstation results
Global intra-cluster fairness index 88 89 85 99
Switch results
Switch 1 maximum occupancy (%) 100 90 100 72
Switch 2 maximum occupancy (%) 100 91 100 87
Switch 3 maximum occupancy (%) 100 90 100 84
Link results
Left bandwidth utilization (%) 89 97 92 98
Middle bandwidth utilization (%) 79 83 81 92
Right bandwidth utilization (%) 75 90 78 99
FBA. Indeed, the three other strategies allocate the various
bandwidths in such a manner that the “one-hop clusters” get









) should get the same bandwidths. Here, for
example, a N
a
goodput of 34 % and a N
y
goodput of 154 %
tell us that with plain UBR, the perturbative cluster N
y
has
taken almost five times the bandwidth that N
a
has received!
This situation can be observed for EPD and, to a lesser
extent, for RED as well. On the other hand, FBA exhibits
goodput results that are much closer to 100, which is an
evidence that the fairness objective between clusters has
been reached. Note that FBA is not at all the best method
when considering the various intra-cluster fairness indices,
where RED gives by far the best results. Finally, figure 21
shows again the superiority of RED as regards the switch
results.
5 Conclusions
We have defined a variant of the RED discard strategy for
ATM networks. We have assessed its performance and com-
pared it to several other algorithms, namely EPD, FBA, and
plain tail-drop UBR. As performance criteria we focused on
the TCP goodput and the fairness among TCP connections
in several quite different environments.
It is interesting to observe that the results are consistent
in the many distinct scenarios, so that we can draw some
general conclusions. Firstly, it is reassuring that EPD, FBA
and RED give better results than the plain UBR. EPD gives
satisfying results in general, especially as regards the switch
characteristics (low packet loss probability) and the fairness
among sources within the same cluster. However, FBA and
RED are almost always superior to EPD. It turns out that
FBA performs much better in IP-based scenarios than in
end-to-end ATM ones. This is the case for all criteria, but es-











































Figure 16: Workstation results: Mean goodput and fairness for the direct access on a GFC-shaped ATM network. Labels a, b,
c, x and y refer to corresponding clusters
Table 4: Other results for the direct access on a single-bottlenecked ATM backbone
UBR EPD FBA RED
Workstation results
Global intra-cluster fairness index (%) 78 78 79 85
Switch results
Maximum occupancy (%) 100 88 100 88
Link results
Bandwidth utilization (%) 78 86 90 86
outperforms RED. It is not clear why FBA is less effective
in end-to-end ATM scenarios, but this could be due to a poor
parameter tuning, as exemplified by a maximum buffer oc-
cupancy reaching 100 %. Conversely, RED has by far the
lowest mean buffer occupancy in general, which gives low
delays, while offering high goodputs and link utilizations.
A mean buffer occupancy around RED is also a good solu-
tion as regards the fairness among the similar sources in the
same cluster, especially in IP-based scenarios, but is poor at
achieving fairness between different clusters having differ-
ent characteristics. In particular, sources with higher round
trip times, or crossing more hops, have lower goodputs.
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Figure 20: Workstation results: Mean goodput and fairness for the direct access on a GFC-shaped ATM backbone. Labels a,


























Figure 21: Switch results: Mean occupancy and packet loss for the direct access on a GFC-shaped ATM backbone. Labels 1,
2 and 3 refer to the three switches from left to right
